This paper presents a new approach to the problem of call admission control (CAC) of variable bit rate (VBR) trac in an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) network. Our approach employs an integrated neural network and fuzzy controller to implement the CAC controller. This scheme capitalizes on the learning ability of a neural network and the robustness of a fuzzy controller. Experiments show that this scheme is able to achieve high throughput and low cell loss while achieving fairness among dierent classes of VBR trac. For comparison, we have also implemented four other CAC schemes: (1) peak bandwidth method, (2) equivalent bandwidth method, (3) average bandwidth method and (4) neural network quality of service (QoS) predictor. Results of these experiments are presented in this paper. Ó
Introduction
Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) is a high-speed packet switching technology for the broadband integrated services digital network (B-ISDN), in which various kinds of communication services, such as voice, video and data are transferred over high-speed links [1] . This technology has gained acceptance as the backbone high-speed network of the future, as well as the lower bandwidth link to homes and desktops for interactive multimedia services. ATM supports dierent service classes, such as constant bit rate (CBR), variable bit rate (VBR), unspeci®ed bit rate (UBR) and available bit rate (ABR).
Due to the diverse mix of trac types and service requirements, resource allocation in B-ISDN must be related both to the trac parameters and the quality of service (QoS) negotiated between the user and the network at the establishment of each call. Most of the published connection admission (CAC) criteria allocate resources based on the availability of bandwidth necessary to guarantee the negotiated QoS. These approaches use either the peak or average cell rate as CAC criteria. More elaborate methods introduced the concept of equivalent capacity, which gives a value between the peak and average, depending on the type of trac and desirable maximum cell loss rate. Equivalent bandwidth computation focuses on the bandwidth requirement of the bit rate generated by sources, and not on the dierent interactions that take place within the network. In addition, Computer Networks 31 (2000) 61±79 www.elsevier.com/locate/comnet these methods are all based on some probabilistic representation of the sources of trac, and on a method for determining from the model whether the QoS is satis®ed or not for that set of sources. For example, in [2] , Gu erin et al. determines the eective bandwidth requirement of a single connection and the aggregate bandwidth usage of multiplexed connections for on±o¯uid-¯ow sources. In [3] , Elwalid et al. determines the eective bandwidth for multiple Markov modulated uid-¯ow sources sharing a statistical multiplexer with a large buer. The problem with equivalent bandwidth methods is that the computed bandwidth is often highly conservative when buers are small or of moderate size. The causes of this conservatism are that it is derived under the asymptotic region where the product of buer size and cell loss probability tends to zero, and that these methods use the buer over¯ow probability as the QoS requirement. This buer over¯ow probability is normally larger than the cell loss probability which results in the reduction of the useful admission region.
Because of the learning abilities of neural networks, Hiramatsu [4] has proposed the use of neural networks to learn the relation between the oered trac characteristics and the negotiated QoS to perform CAC. Nordstr om et al. [5] has also proposed a hybrid approach based on neural networks and analytical aproximations to perform link admission control. In this approach, a new call is accepted only if the QoS of new and already established calls on all links along a route would not be compromised. This approach uses mathematical analysis to determine the upper bound on the cell loss probability to perform CAC at low link loads, while the neural network is used to perform control at higher loads.
This paper proposes a scheme that is based on the methods proposed by Moh et al. [6] and Neves et al. [7] . Moh et al. used neural network for trac prediction to perform dynamic bandwidth allocation while Neves et al. used a quality of operation function to perform CAC. In addition, Neves et al. also explored the issue of fairness when performing CAC. Our scheme integrates both of these frameworks to perform CAC. Like Moh et al., our scheme uses multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural networks to perform bandwidth prediction. However, unlike Neves et al. who used neural networks to model dierent components of the ATM network, the fairness and CAC controls in our scheme are implemented using fuzzy controllers, which are well known for their robustness. In our implementation, the MLP network is trained using an adaptive learning rate algorithm to improve the learning performance. Section 2 introduces a modularized control framework and Section 3 describes the proposed control scheme based on this framework. Section 4 describes the simulations that have been performed using a network simulator. Following this, results of the simulations will be presented and discussed in Section 5.
Framework of the proposed CAC scheme
The MLP neural network is the most commonly used neural network architecture [8] . The network consists of a set of sensory nodes that constitute the input layer, one or more hidden layers of computation nodes and an output layer of computation nodes. The strengths of the connections are called weights and can be adjusted to produce the required input±output mapping. During training, input vectors are sequentially applied to the network, while adjusting network weights according to a predetermined performance objective. The performance objective of weight adaptation is to reduce the error averaged over the training set. The most common error function is the meansquared error (MSE), expressed as
where e j t is the error signal at the output of neuron j for iteration t. During training, reduction of et is achieved through the method of steepest descent given by
where w ji t is the synaptic weight connecting the output of neuron i to the input of neuron j at iteration t. g ji t is the learning step size for w ji t.
In the standard backpropagation algorithm, g ji t is usually set to a small constant, e.g. 0.1. However, a learning rate parameter appropriate for the adjustment of one synaptic weight is not necessarily appropriate for the adjustment of other synaptic weights in the network. In addition, the task of choosing g is often not easy. If g is too small, convergence can be very slow; if it is too large, instability can result. Therefore, for our implementation, each weight is assigned a learning rate, which is updated at every time step t. For more details on this algorithm, please refer to Appendix A.
Unlike neural network, the control algorithm in a fuzzy controller is a knowledge-based algorithm, described by the methods of fuzzy logic [9] . This controller bases its decisions on inputs in the form of linguistic variables derived from membership functions (MFs). MFs are formulas used to determine the fuzzy set to which a value belongs and the degree of membership in that set. The variables are then matched with the antecedents of linguistic IF-THEN rules (fuzzy logic rules), and the response of each rule is obtained through fuzzy implication. To perform compositional rule of inference, the response of each rule is weighted according to the degree of membership of its inputs, and the centroid of the responses is calculated to generate the appropriate output. Fig. 1 shows the modularized framework for our proposed CAC scheme. Each framework is used to perform CAC for one class of trac. This scheme has the following main modules: 1. MLP bandwidth predictor; 2. MLP QoS predictor; 3. Fuzzy throughput module; 4. Fuzzy fairness module; 5. Fuzzy CAC module.
The notations used in the framework are given in Table 1 .
At every time interval, the bandwidth predictor accepts the cell arrival pattern a i tY a i t À 1Y F F F Y a i t À L for the ith trac class and predicts bw i maxt T , the predicted bandwidth over T. It then passes bw i maxt T to the ATM network. During the same interval, the QoS predictor is trained using the cell arrival pattern and the observed QoS values to predict the QoS values for the next averaging period, T. Both these modules are implemented using MLP neural networks.
Whenever there is a new setup request from the ith class, ATM network will pass the total bandwidth usage of all the classes including the new request to the throughput module. This total bandwidth usage is expressed as m j1 bw j maxt T bw i maxt T aN i tY where N i t is the number of currently connected ith class sources and the second term in the expression refers to the estimated bandwidth usage of the new setup request. As the throughput module is a fuzzy controller, the module will pass the input through its inference system to determine G throughput . This module has only one universe of discourse, which we call total_throughput for convenience. This discourse is divided into divisions of 0.1 from 0 to 1.0 to indicate small bandwidth usage to almost full bandwidth utilization. For ease of implementation, all the inputs and outputs of the fuzzy modules implemented in this framework are normalized to be 0Y 1. For each of the 0.1 division, it is represented by a gaussian MF with the mean at the corresponding division. The rule base for the throughput module is set up such that when total_throughput of all classes is very much less than the required threshold TH throughput , G throughput will be near 1.0. G throughput will approach 0 as the threshold is reached. In order to understand how the throughput module works, we will describe its operations in details. For this module, there are 10 rules in the rule base, as shown in Table 2 . In addition, each of the 0.1 division for the antecedents and consequents are represented by membership functions shown in Table 3 .
For a better understanding of the fuzzy mechanism, we consider two values of total_through-put: 0X15 and 0X85. The desired throughput threshold TH throughput for both cases is selected as 0X7. Any value of total_throughput below 0X7 should have G throughput greater than 0X5; otherwise, G throughput should be less than 0X5.
We will now consider the case of total_throughput 0.15. This value is ®rst substituted into the antecedent MF for each rule in the rule base to obtain the degree of ®ring s p , where p is the number of rules in the rule base. The results are shown in the second column of Table 4 . Then using centre of area method, the defuzzi®ed G throughput is obtained as
Since 0X15 is much less than the desired threshold of 0X7, G throughput would de®nitely be higher than 0X5, as expected.
The above steps are repeated for the case of total throughput 0X85 and we obtain the corre- Table 2 Rule base used for throughput module Table 3 Membership functions used for throughput module
Division
Membership function (MF) Table 4 Sample computations for total_throughput 0.15
sponding results given in Table 5 . The defuzzi®ed G throughput is now 0X340a2X41 0X14, which is much smaller than 0X5. Since the total_throughput is now greater than 0X7, G throughput should be near 0.
Although the values of G throughput are given for two cases only, the above steps are applicable to all values of total_throughput between 0 and 1, thus giving a smooth continuous range of values for G throughput .
The next module, fairness module is also a fuzzy controller. Whenever there is a new setup request, this module takes the dierent bandwidth usage of all the m classes from the ATM network and determines G fairness . This bandwidth usage also includes the setup request. The fairness module has one universe of discourse for each class, which is divided into divisions of 0X1 from 0 to 1X0 to indicate the bandwidth usage amount for each class. The purpose of the module is to make the bandwidth usage for each class to be almost equal. The rule set implemented in this module is based on the reasoning that if the current class is using less bandwidth compared to the other trac classes, G fairness should be high; if the current class is using a lot of bandwidth, the new request should be rejected. This is because when one class already has a high bandwidth usage, accepting a new request from this class will merely accentuate the dierences, while rejecting new request from a low bandwidth usage class will also have a similar effect. Therefore, a request from a low usage class should be accepted, while a request from a high usage class should be rejected. To better understand the operations of this module, an example which involved three classes will be considered. In this example, a simple rule base with 10 rules is set up for a Class 1 controller (see Table 6 ), where BW1, BW2 and BW3 are the antecedents representing the bandwidth usages of the three classes while G fairness is the consequent. The membership functions used in this example are similar to that shown in Table 3 .
As in the throughput module, two cases will be considered: · Case 1: BW1 0.15, BW2 0.35 and BW3 0.35. · Case 2: BW1 0.45, BW2 0.15 and BW3 0.15. The ®rst case relates to a low bandwidth usage for Class 1 while the second case relates to a high bandwidth usage. In both cases, the values of BW1 include the estimated bandwidth usage of the new setup request.
The ®rst case will now be discussed. Table 7 shows the results for the whole fuzzy mechanism. Unlike the throughput module where there is only one universe of discourse, there are now three universes of discourse on the antecedent side. Therefore, the degree of ®ring for each antecedent s p j , V j j1 6 j 6 3 is ®rst multiplied together to give a resultant 3 j1 s p j in the ®fth column. Next, the resultant degree of ®ring is multipled with M p to give 3 j1 s p j M p . Using the centre of area method, the defuzzi®ed G fairness is obtained as Table 5 Sample computations for total_throughput 0.85
Total 2X41 0X340 Table 6 Sample rule base used for fairness module in Class 1 controller
Since Class 1 is using less bandwidth as compared to the other two classes, G fairness should be greater than 0X5, as expected.
The above steps are repeated for the second case where Class 1 has a high bandwidth usage and the corresponding results are given in Table 8 . The defuzzi®ed G fairness is now 0X418a3X228 0X13, which is much smaller than 0X5. Since Class 1 is already consuming a lot of bandwidth, accepting a new request from Class 1 will merely accentuate greater unfairness. Therefore, the new request should be rejected.
The last fuzzy controller is the CAC module. This module takes both G fairness and the predicted QoS values over T, d i q t T , V q j1 6 q 6 n as inputs. Each universe of discourse is de®ned from 0 to 1X0 with divisions of 0X1. The defuzzi®ed output G CAC will have a value greater than 0X5 only if G fairness is greater than 0X5. In addition, the predicted QoS values must not violate any QoS thresholds. This G CAC is then passed to the threshold comparator which accepts the new setup request only if both the values of G throughput and G CAC are greater than 0X5; otherwise the request is rejected. 
3. Proposed connection admission control scheme Fig. 2 shows the pseudocode for the proposed CAC scheme. Each of the modules described in Section 2 applies this algorithm for each class of trac. At regular intervals Dt, network information is passed to the controller which is used to predict the maximum amount of bandwidth required for the class of trac over the next averaging period, T. This prediction, represented as bw i maxt T , is passed to the ATM network. During the same time interval, training of both MLP bandwidth predictor and QoS predictor are also carried out.
As proposed by Hiramatsu [4] , pattern tables which store previously observed training patterns are used to improve the performance of the MLP neural networks. For the bandwidth predictor, only one table is used to store previously observed training patterns. However, for the QoS predictor, two pattern tables are used, one for low-cell-lossrate events where CLR is less than target CLR, and another for high-cell-loss-rate events. Patterns observed at each Dt are inserted into the appropriate table. When either table is full, the oldest pattern is replaced with the current observed pattern. During training, the high-cell-loss-rate pattern table is selected with ®xed probability P t , and the low-cell-loss-rate table with probability 1 À P t . A training pattern is then chosen randomly from the selected table and used for training the neural network. This permits the neural network to be trained with dierent input patterns selected from the input domain in a random order and can help it to achieve faster and more accurate learning.
In this scheme, the neural networks are always trained with the current information. After that, during the same interval, training is repeated using the chosen pattern from the selected pattern table. This ensures that the neural networks utilize new information as soon as it becomes available, while not``forgetting'' older patterns. Consequently, the controller is able to react accordingly to a sudden change in the trac situation. In addition, a companding scheme involving logarithmic conversion is used to transform the average cell loss rate value to the target value used for training, as the range of the cell loss probability is exponentially wide.
Whenever there is a setup request, the ATM network passes the bandwidth usages of all different classes, including the new request to the CAC controller. The aggregation of all these bandwidths is sent to the fuzzy throughput module which determines G throughput . The bandwidth usages of all classes are also passed to the fairness module which determines G fairness . The next module, CAC module will then accept the predicted CLR and G fairness to determine G CAC . Both G CAC and G throughput are ®nally passed to the threshold comparator which accepts the new request only if there is no violation of any criteria. Fig. 3 shows the pseudocode of the proposed multiplexer. At regular intervals, the multiplexer will pass the network information to the CAC controller, which returns the bandwidth requirement for a particular class of trac. The multiplexer then compares the predicted value against the weighted values of average bandwidth and equivalent bandwidth. This is necessary because neural network may predict the extreme low bandwidth requirement, which might result in cell loss if a new setup request is accepted. A minimum bandwidth requirement has to be speci®ed. However, using average bandwidth would de®-nitely result in cell loss, as simulations in Section 4 will show. On the other hand, using equivalent bandwidth would be rather conservative. Therefore, weighted values of these bandwidths are used.
Simulations

ATM network simulator
The NIST ATM network simulator [10] provides an interactive ATM network modeling environment with a graphical user interface. It enables the user to: (1) create dierent network topologies, components and applications; (2) measure simulated network activity at dierent points in the network; and (3) modify component and application parameters to evaluate their effects. The core of the simulator is a discrete event simulation kernel. Additional modules have been added to enable it to exchange data with dierent network processes using UNIX shared memory, as well as to implement the trac source and CAC controller described in this paper.
Trac characteristics
The network topology used in the simulations is a local area network (LAN) as shown in Fig. 4 . Each of the link in this con®guration is of length 1 km. As can be seen, there are six hosts in this con®guration. Trac is one directional from Host1A to Host2A, Host1B to Host2B and Host1C to Host2C. Host1A, Host1B and Host1C are each connected to large number of variable bit rate (VBR) applications, where each host represents a multiplexed trac of VBR sources with the same characteristics. Each VBR application is represented as an ON±OFF model whereby both the burst period (ON) and the silence period (OFF) are drawn from an exponential distribution. During the ON mode, cells are transmitted at peak cell rate (PCR) (see Fig. 5 ). Parameters such as the mean burst length (t ON ), the mean OFF period (t OFF ), and the PCR, are to be speci®ed.
Experiments
In this paper, two sets of simulations are performed, each trying to show dierent aspects of the proposed scheme. The ®rst set aims to ®nd out if the proposed scheme is able to achieve the target QoS. It also compares the performance of this scheme against the other CAC schemes. The second set shows how fairness can be improved with the proposed scheme. The equivalent bandwidth Table 9 is computed using the equations derived in [2] . Let K be the buer size expressed in number of cells, the target CLR (unitless) and r the fraction of time the source is active. A simpli®ed solution to the equivalent bandwidth c for a single source is given as
Detailed trac characteristics of the three classes of VBR sources are shown in Table 9 . The dierent trac parameters for each source are related by the following expression:
Each set of simulation is performed for each CAC scheme. For comparison purposes, four other where PCR i j is the PCR of jth source from ith class and N i t is the number of currently connected ith class sources. For all simulations, the MLP networks used in both Fuzzy/NN and PureNN have 10 neurons in the hidden layer. However, the number of neurons in the input and output layers for both schemes are dierent and they are indicated in Table 10 .
Results and discussion
5.1. Set 1
Average
Figs. 6±9 show plots of CLR for the three VBR trac classes, total link utilization as well as total declared peak and mean bit rate for the dierent CAC schemes in simulation Set 1. Tables 11 and  12 give the throughput and cell loss results, respectively, while Table 13 shows the call blocking probabilities for each trac class. This set of simulations aims to ®nd out the performance of the dierent CAC schemes in terms of throughput, CLR and call blocking capability. From Table 11 , it can be seen that Average achieves the highest throughput. However, this high throughput is obtained at the expense of high CLR. This can be seen in Fig. 6 , where cell loss occurs for the three trac classes throughout the entire simulation period. This is a direct consequence of its optimistic bandwidth allocation strategy, which only focuses on long-term bandwidth requirement and disregards any short-term bit rate¯uctuations which may lead to temporary buer over¯ow. From Fig.  6 , it is also observed that the total declared mean bit rate is maintained at approximately 150 Mbytes/s throughout the simulation, which agrees with intuition since bandwidth is allocated according to the declared mean bit rates. The wide gap between the total declared peak and mean bit rates indicate that Average is not very biased against bursty applications, thus it is able to bene®t from statistical multiplexing gain. This observation is also shown in Table 13 where Class 3 sources which have the highest PCR, exhibit only slightly higher call blocking probability than Class 1 trac.
Peak
Unlike Average, the bandwidth allocation strategy used by Peak is over-conservative. From Fig. 7(a) , it is observed that no cell loss occurs throughout the entire simulation period. This is to be expected because sucient bandwidth has been allocated to each VBR session to accomodate their PCR. However, as the VBR sources do not transmit at PCR most of the time, the overall bandwidth utilization is rather low. This can be seen in the link utilization plot in Fig. 7(a) , where there is a lot of wasted bandwidth. Table 11 also shows that Peak has the lowest throughput among all CAC schemes.
From Fig. 7(a) , it is observed that the total declared peak bit rate is maintained below 150 Mbytes/s throughout the simulation. This agrees with intuition that any new connection request which may cause the total peak bit rate to exceed the link capacity of 150 Mbytes/s will be rejected by the Peak CAC scheme. The narrow gap between the peak and mean bit rate plots indicate that Peak does not bene®t much from statistical multiplexing gain. In fact, Table 13 shows that Peak has the highest call blocking probabilities for each trac class among all the CAC schemes. This is again due to Peak being over-conservative in its bandwidth allocation.
Equivalent
Like Peak, Equivalent also exhibits no cell loss because it is over-conservative in its bandwidth allocation. As a result, it also has a low throughput, albeit slightly higher than Peak. From Fig. 7(b) , it is observed that the total declared peak bit is maintained at approximately 150 Mbytes/s throughout the simulation. This is because the computed equivalent bandwidths shown in Table 9 are only slightly lower than the PCRs. This also accounts for the slightly higher throughput when compared to Peak. As shown in Fig. 7(b) , the gap between the peak and mean bit rate is only slightly larger than Peak. This is explained by the slightly lower call blocking probabilities in Table 13 . 
PureNN
From Table 11 , it is observed that PureNN is able to achieve a high throughput. This is further shown in Fig. 8 where PureNN is able to reach full link utilization most of the time. However, the cell loss plots also indicate the extremely high CLR experienced by all the three trac classes. This is due to the learning mechanism of the MLP predictor. Although it is able to learn the input±output mapping, the bursty nature of the trac sources presents diculty for the MLP to learn accurately. This is because for the same set of connection pattern of dierent classes, it is possible to have either cell loss or no cell loss. Therefore, the MLP will learn only the average CLR for a particular connection pattern. The large gap between the peak and mean bit rate indicates that PureNN is able to bene®t greatly from statistical multiplexing. Table 13 also shows that this scheme has the lowest call blocking probabilities for all the three trac classes.
Fuzzy/NN
Fuzzy/NN is the proposed CAC scheme that utilizes the learning abilities of neural networks and the robustness of fuzzy controllers. Results for PureNN has shown that using MLP neural networks alone is not sucient to perform CAC effectively. By adding fuzzy controllers, the performance could be further improved. For example, the CLR plots in Fig. 9 show that cell loss occurs only at the initial stage of the simulation time. This is because the MLP bandwidth predictor has not learnt the trac patterns yet, and therefore it is unable to predict the required bandwidth usage accurately. This is of little consequence, because the dierent fuzzy modules will play their roles in the CAC and reject calls according to their rule bases, while allowing the MLP networks to learn the trac patterns more accurately. Table 14 shows the breakdown of the Table 14 Breakdown of the average call blocking probabilities given in Table 13 call blocking probabilities given in Table 13 for the three trac classes. As can be seen, most of the rejections of the new setup requests are due to the throughput module for Classes 1 and 2 trac, while most of the rejections for Class 3 trac are due to both the throughput and fairness modules. For Class 3 trac, it is observed that the fairness module plays a rather important role. This is because each Class 3 VBR source has a higher bandwidth requirement than the other two trac classes. Thus, accepting a new setup request from a Class 3 source would easily cause the bandwidth usage of the Class 3 trac class to be greater than the other two classes. This results in unfairness, which causes the fairness module in the Class 3 controller to reject subsequent new setup requests. From Table 14 , it can also be seen that very few of the rejections are actually due to the prediction from MLP QoS predictor, which further emphasises the robustness of this scheme. Table 11 shows that Fuzzy/NN is able to achieve a reasonably high throughput of 73.11%, which is obtained from Total cells received Â 424aL c Â 20 s simulation time. The utilization plot in Fig. 9 shows that Fuzzy/NN is able to maintain the link utilization below the TH throughput of 0.9, although there are occurences of link utilization reaching the link capacity. The gap between the peak and mean bit rates in Fig. 9 shows that this scheme could only bene®t slightly from statistical multiplexing.
Set 2
Fig . 10 shows the normalized link utilizations of the three classes of VBR trac (Tables 15 and 16 ). This set of simulations aims to further highlight the advantages of the proposed scheme. Class 1 trac is intentionally setup to have small call interarrival times, so that Classes 2 and 3 trac are overwhelmed. For this set of simulations, all the three classes are assumed to have the same priority. Fig. 10 shows that PureNN, Peak, Equivalent and Average are unable to allocate bandwidth fairly, with PureNN and Average showing the most unfairness. On the other hand, Fuzzy/NN is able to prevent Class 1 trac from overwhelming the other two classes by rejecting sucient Class 1 setup requests to ensure available bandwidth when there are Classes 2 and 3 requests. Table 17 shows the high call blocking probability for Class 1 trac and the low call blocking probabilities for Classes 2 and 3 trac. A breakdown of the call blocking probabilities given in Table 17 is shown in Table 18 . As can be seen, most of the rejections by the Class 1 controller are due to both the throughput and fairness modules, with fairness module playing a greater role. Table 15 also shows that Fuzzy/NN is able to achieve high throughput while maintaining fairness. Table 18 Breakdown of the average call blocking probabilities given in Table 17 
Conclusion
This paper proposes an integrated neural and fuzzy controller to perform call admission control in an ATM network. Although neural networks are well-known for their learning capabilities, their applications to commercial uses are few. This is because of the inherent instabilities of neural networks where they might produce spurious response at times. On the other hand, fuzzy controllers are more frequently in use. However, these controllers usually require careful analysis of the control problem to set up the rule-base. The setting up of rule base requires ®nding the relationships between important parameters, which is usually dicult, if not impossible. Therefore, by integrating the learning ability of neural network and the robustness of fuzzy controller, we come up with a control framework that is able to perform CAC eectively. The advantages of this scheme is highlighted through dierent sets of simulations performed with the help of a network simulator. It is shown that this scheme is able to achieve high throughput and low cell loss while maintaining fairness among dierent classes of trac.
Appendix A. Adaptive learning rate algorithm
This section describes brie¯y the adaptive learning rate algorithm to train the MLP neural network. For this algorithm, the error function used is the MSE function, expressed as where e j t is the error signal at the output of neuron j for iteration t. During training, reduction of et is achieved through the method of steepest descent given by Eq. (A.2). The weights are then updated using Eq. (A.3):
where w ji t is the synaptic weight connecting the output of neuron i to the input of neuron j at iteration t. g ji t is the learning step size for w ji t:
w ji t 1 w ji t Dw ji tX AX3
At every time step t, in addition to the updating of w ji t, each g ji t is updated using Eqs. (A.4)±(A.7):
where j and b P 0Y 1,
S ji t 1 À nD ji t À 1 nS ji t À 1Y AX6 g ji t 1 g ji t Dg ji tX AX7
For more information on neural networks and the adaptive learning rate algorithm, please refer to Ref. [8] .
